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Patient Conversion Model™
Go Beyond Wealth to Pinpoint Your Best Patient Prospects

Using insight gained from your organization’s patient donors, this custom model identifies similar 
patients who are most likely to give to your organization. This solution is unique in its combination 
of the industry’s most comprehensive philanthropic data set with HIPAA-compliant information 
from your organization, such as dates of patient’s healthcare services, general department or 
service information, and treating physician. 

“A really big plus of this model is that physicians are trusting it, and it just 
has given them more confidence in the process. It respects their time, and it 
aligns with their own assessments of patients very often.”
—Eli Jordfald, Executive Director for Healthcare Phlanthropy, UNC Health Foundation

45%
of the patients most likely 

to convert to donors 
could not be identified 

by wealth alone*

Manage the volume of patients.
Feel confident you are reaching the best patient prospects with a 
custom model that ranks the propensity of patient non-donors to give 
to your organization. The model is created just for your organization 
utilizing the variables that are most predictive for your patients.

Better utilize staff time.
Use the ranked list you receive to focus on propensity to give and load 
portfolios with a right-sized number of targeted patient prospects 
likely to donate to your organization.

Reduce acquisition costs.
Be more strategic with your investment in expensive marketing efforts 
like direct mail when you use custom model results to gain a better 
understanding of your patient prospects.
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact 
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations, 
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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Level Up Your Grateful Patient Fundraising

How does Patient Conversion Model work?
Since Patient Conversion Model is designed specifically for your 
organization, Blackbaud statisticians consider your organization’s most 
recent patient donors, layered with more than 1,600 other public and 
proprietary data variables, and identify the attributes that make a 
difference in predicting whether a prospect is going to convert to a donor. 
These variables are different for every organization.

Statisticians then create a custom model to predict conversion  and 
assign a score for each patient prospect. You’ll work with your Blackbaud 
consultant to identify additional information to overlay, trends within your 
organization (such as service lines with patients most likely to donate), and 
the best ways to sort the data and engage with patients.

What makes Patient Conversion Model unique?
Unlike many other solutions, Patient Conversion Model considers HIPAA-
compliant data to inform the process of identifying likelihood to convert to 
being a donor among non-donor patients.

Since 2014 Blackbaud has been delivering healthcare-specific fundraising 
intelligence through AI and machine learning-derived insights. Blackbaud 
is committed to exceeding HIPAA regulations in the security, data storage, 
and transmission of PHI. Plus, the model includes the industry’s most 
comprehensive philanthropic data set, providing more breadth and depth 
than competitors.

BEST-IN-CLASS ANALYTICS

Combining wealth screening 
and modeling offers a complete 
picture of patient prospects. 

 ✓ Wealth screening reveals a 
prospect’s giving capacity. 
Grateful Patient Solution 
returns results quickly 
so you can immediately 
take action.

 ✓ Modeling provides 
insight to those likely to 
give. Patient Conversion 
Model offers a robust 
understanding of patients 
likely to give to your 
organization.

 ✓ Together along with your 
Blackbaud consultant’s 
expertise, wealth screening 
and modeling enable 
you to fill portfolios with 
productive prospects.

Find out how Blackbaud’s patient fundraising solutions can 

level up your grateful patient fundraising.

Learn more
25%

of patients most likely 
to convert to a donor 
have a net worth less 

than $1.1M* 

*Source: A 2020 Blackbaud study of more than 1.7 million patients.
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